A prespore gene, Dd31, expressed during culmination of Dictyostelium discoideum.
During culmination of Dictyostelium fruiting bodies, prespore and prestalk cells undergo terminal differentiation to form spores and a cellular stalk. A genomic fragment was isolated by random cloning that hybridizes to a 1.4-kb mRNA present during culmination. Cell type separations at culmination showed that the mRNA is present in prespore cells and spores, but not in prestalk or stalk cells. After genomic mapping, an additional 3 kb of DNA surrounding the original 1-kb fragment was cloned. The gene was sequenced and named Dd31 after the size of the predicted protein product in kilodaltons. Accumulation of Dd31 mRNA occurs immediately prior to sporulation. Addition of 20 mM 8-Br-cAMP to cells dissociated from Mexican hat stage culminants induced sporulation and the accumulation of Dd31 mRNA, while 20 mM cAMP did not. Dd31 mRNA does not accumulate in the homeotic mutant stalky in which prespore cells are converted to stalk cells rather than spores. Characterization of Dd31 extends the known temporal dependent sequence of molecular differentiations to sporulation.